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Architectural Significance and Preservation Treatment Zones
Statement of Significance
The historic Hall of Waters Building, located along the Fishing River in Downtown Excelsior
Springs, Missouri, is a significant Art Deco building, with notable Mayan and Aztec design
influences. The building was constructed by the City of Excelsior Springs as a Public Works
Administration (PWA) project and remains as one of the most significant examples of Art Deco
architecture in the State of Missouri.
The Hall of Waters site is significant geologically, commercially and medically, as the site of the
first historic spring (Siloam Spring). The building itself is significant³DVWKHPRVWDPELWLRXV
project to have been undertaken by the Federal Public Works $GPLQLVWUDWLRQLQ0LVVRXUL´
costing $1,000,000 when it was constructed. The combined building and site represents an
H[FHSWLRQDOH[DPSOHRIDKHDOWKVSDUHVRUWDQGLV³QRWDEOHDQGSRVVLEO\XQLTXHLQLWVRXWVWDQGLQJ
Art Deco-Depression Modern style influHQFHGE\0D\DQZDWHULPDJHU\´1

Fig. 16 & 17 Left: Carved limestone detail. Right: Carved limestone and metal screen at main entrance
on west elevation. (SRJA 2012)

The Hall of Waters is in overall fair condition, with some portions of the building in good
condition and other portions of the building in poor condition. These specific conditions and
areas of concern are discussed throughout the report. Though the building conditions vary and
the Hall of Waters and its site have suffered from floods, site reconstruction and change of use;
the building retains a majority of its original Art Deco architectural features and historic integrity.
Even though the use of medicinal spring water has waned, the historic Hall of Waters continues
to provide tourism and interpretative opportunities. The building provides an ideal environment
to learn about the historic and economic importance of the mineral waters and about the
development of Excelsior Springs. No other building or structure in Excelsior Springs provides
better evidence of this remarkable history better than the historic Hall of Waters.
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Site and Building Architectural Description
The Hall of Waters building is an Art Deco design ZLWKDQDV\PPHWULFDOµ7¶VKDSHGIORRUSODQ
7KHWRSRIWKHµ7¶IDFHVQRUWKDQGH[WHQGVLQWKHHDVWZHVWGLUHFWLRQZKLOHWKHOHJRIWKHµ7¶
reaches south towards the Fishing River. The Hall of Waters was constructed on the site of the
existing historic Siloam Spring which was situated in a large city park along the river. Therefore,
the site was previously terraced and the grade changes were significant as the ground sloped
from the north and west down, towards the Fishing River to the south. In order to address the
site grade challenges, the building was not built on the site, but rather into the site in order to
accommodate the varied topography. The building and site is accessed through a series of
ramps, a sunken courtyard to the north, and stone and concrete stairs and walkways. The
building is surrounded with various stone and concrete retaining walls, all constructed in order to
creatively address the challenging site grading.
The exterior of the building essentially has two primary facades represented by the north and
the west elevations. The north elevation facing Broadway originally served as the primary
building entrance. The building is set away from Broadway Street, a significant street within
Downtown Excelsior Springs. This distance served its purpose well when the building was
originally utilized as a health spa. But once the City Hall was moved into the building, it seemed
too distant from the main street as it was a long walk for many people with disabilities or those
who needed quick access to the building. Therefore, in the 1990s, land directly west of the Hall
of Waters was acquired by the City. Several buildings were demolished and a new circle drive
with parking was constructed, allowing closer and more convenient access to the building by the
general public. In 2011, a new ramp was installed along the west terrace in order to allow ADA
accessibility to the building from the circle drive.
The exterior of the building is constructed of a combination three major materials: random
coursed ashlar with pitched face limestone, dressed and carved limestone details, and exposed
concrete. Windows and doors are a combination of historic steel and modern aluminum units.
The roofs are flat and are designed to have many levels. An impressive boiler stack tower
projects over sixty feet above the Hall of Waters building and is constructed of random coursed
ashlar limestone with pitched face, dressed limestone, glass block units and copper trim. The
tower is one of the most visible landmarks in the city.
The varied topography of the site permits direct access into the building at several floors from
the exterior. The building consist of the following floors: basement, ground floor, ground floor
mezzanine, first floor, second floor and a penthouse. The building is accessed through a series
of stairs, ramps and terraces. The main (first) floor is accessed by the surrounding raised
terraces on the north and west sides of the building. The ground floor is accessible all around
the east and south elevations of the building, but is below grade on a portion of the north and
west elevations. The ground floor mezzanine is located directly above the ground floor and is
visible on all sides of the building, except for a portion of the north and west elevations, where it
is obscured by the north and west exterior terraces. The ground floor mezzanine is accessible
from the exterior through doors located under these raised north and west terraces. The first
floor is the primary floor and is accessed through vestibule entries from the exterior by the north
and west terraces. The subterranean north terrace well pump room is buried below the sunken
north courtyard and is indistinguishable as to its location from the exterior of the building. The
voluminous room below this courtyard contains the original Siloam Spring which yields ferromanganese water. The well is still present in this location and the foundations of the historic
Siloam Pavilion and the Sulpho Saline structures can be seen along the north, west and south
basement walls.
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There is one other known mineral water well on the site located just east of the building in a
small pump house. The original name of this well is unknown at this time. Another pump house
is built into the retaining wall and appears to be on the site just north of the parking lot. More
research should be undertaken in order to verify the history of these structures.

Fig. 18 View of pump house building located on the east of the building. (SRJA 2012)

Fig. 19 View of a pump house building located to the north of the parking lot built into the retaining wall.
(SRJA 2012)
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Character Defining Features and Materials
The Hall of Waters building retains a vast amount of its original historic materials and features.
These character defining features and materials are identified in this section and throughout the
report, in order to determine those important architectural features and spaces which should be
preserved and maintained during future rehabilitation work to the maximum extent possible.
The loss of these original features would diminish or severely alter the historic integrity of the
building or its individual spaces. These features include exterior elements of the building and
the site, the interior floor plan and individual interior spaces, building components and finishes.
These collective features lend themselves to define the character and the overall sense of place
of the historic Hall of Waters building and site. Not only do these features provide significance
to the building, but they also convey the high quality of craftsmanship, in design and in
manufacturing (hand-made and machine made) materials that are indicators of the period in
which the building was constructed. Guidance for identifying the architectural character of
historic buildings like the Hall of Waters can be found in the National Park Service Preservation
Brief 17: Architectural Character ± Identifying the Visual Aspects of Historic Buildings as an Aid
to Preserving Their Character. Future planning efforts and rehabilitation work should take great
care to not remove, damage, obscure or irreversibly alter any of these important characterdefining features of the building.
Site Character Defining Features
The site surrounding the Hall of Waters is just as important to the overall experience as the
building itself. The site has several unique components which are original to its construction
and were designed to accommodate the unique site topography and features. Site character
defining features include, but are not limited to, the following items:
x Raised terraces with stone walls
x Stone ramp to the north of the building
x Sunken north courtyard
x Stone site walls and concrete steps
x Change of grade ± varied topography
x Exterior well pump house to the east of the Hall and pump house to the north of
the parking lot
x Mature trees on the east and southern portions of the site
x Ample space with large front setback
x Rolling topography

Fig. 20 North Sunken Courtyard (SRJA 2012)

Fig. 21 Site Stone Walls at North Ramp (SRJA 2012)
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Exterior Building Character Defining Features
The historic Hall of Waters building embodies the Art Deco design ideals so prevalent in the
¶VExterior character defining features include, but are not limited to, the following items:
Overall Form
x The horizontal massing of the building with many levels
x Linear design of the several levels of surrounding terraces
x Multiple levels of flat roofs
x Tall tower (an important city landmark) ± lit at night
x Rhythm of window openings, varies in each section of the building
x Hierarchy of the stone walls on the primary sections of the building versus the
more secondary concrete walls on the east and penthouse portions of the
building. The hierarchy of materials on the main section of the building with cut
stone panels surrounding the main entrances on the north and west elevations
with pitch-faced stone on the remainder of the walls.
Building Materials
x Pitch-faced ashlar laid stone walls
x Cut limestone walls
x Exposed concrete walls on east portion of the building
x Carved stone panels and building units reflecting the Mayan influence
x Two-story decorative metal grillwork at the entrances
x Original steel windows at the north and west entrances with textured glass
x Two-story decorative steel window and door openings at the Hall of Springs
x Original steel windows in service portions of the building with textured glass
x Stone tower embellished with the vertical glass blocks and highlighted by
decorative copper flashing and sheet metal work
x Original architectural copper and stained glass post lights flanking the steps at
both the north and west terraces
x Cut stone balustrade systems at raised terraces
x Mosaic tiles on exterior walls
x Skylight

Fig. 22 Carved Stone Detail
(SRJA 2012)

Fig. 23 Architectural Entry Light
(SRJA 2012)

Fig. 24 Tower Detail
(SRJA 2012)
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Interior Character Defining Features
While the exterior of the Hall of Waters is the most prominent aspect of the building to the
general public, the interior is exceptionally important, conveying the historic Mayan-influenced
design. The interior of the Hall of Waters building contains numerous original spaces and
character defining features, which together convey the overall sense of historic integrity. Many
of these features would be considered to be one-of-a-kind, irreplaceable or extremely expensive
to replicate today.
Character defining features and materials include the following items:
Materials
x Plaster walls
x Terrazzo floors and stairs
x Handmade Art Deco tiles with Mayan and Aztec influences
x Unique metal and glass light fixtures
x Water bar
x Fountain in Hall of Springs
x Metal ventilation grilles and registers
x Radiators
x Decorative metalwork (including panels in Entrance Foyer and at elevator door
frames and door panels)
x Wood doors
x Wood trim, millwork and built-ins
x Glazed wall tiles in pool, restrooms and spa areas
x Spa plumbing fixtures and treatment equipment
x Pool tiles
x Metal railings at Entrance Hall, Mezzanines and stairs
x Glass block partitions
x Signage
x Decorative painting (remnants)
x Brass entrance doors
x Skylight and recessed light fixture in Entrance Foyer
x Earthy color scheme
Spaces
x Original floor plan configurations including volumes of unique spaces
x Hall of Springs
x Entrance Foyer and main hallways
x Pool space and mezzanine
x Spas
x Locker Rooms (portions)
x Therapy Treatment Pool (Ground Floor)
x Interior stairs
x Pool Check Room
x Elevator location (elevator interior has been remodeled)
x Second floor chamber spaces
x North Well Pump Room below courtyard
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Fig. 25 Metal Panel and Railing
(SRJA 2012)

Fig. 26 Historic Light
(SRJA 2012)

Fig. 27 Fountain in Hall of Springs
(SRJA 2012)

Historic Integrity and Preservation Treatment Zones
The Hall of Waters building has retained a vast majority of its historic integrity. Due to the
significance of the structure and the site, it is prudent to evaluate the overall building as well as
the individual spaces and features within the building. As preservationists, we recommend
assigning a specific preservation treatment recommendation to each of these areas. Treatment
recommendations provide guidance not only for this report but also for future planning efforts.
Through identification of specific treatment zones, the goal is to identify the important features
before any work is done to the building, in order to mitigate or minimize future destruction of the
historic fabric.

Fig. 28 View of the First Floor lobby looking south to the Hall of Springs. (SRJA 2012)
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Summary of Treatment Zones
The identification of the possible treatment zones is based upon the 6HFUHWDU\RIWKH,QWHULRU¶V
Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties. These treatments are: preservation,
restoration, rehabilitation, and reconstruction.
For the purposes of this report, the treatment selected for the site and building will be
µ5HKDELOLWDWLRQ¶7KHsite and building have been divided into different zones in order to
understand and identify the level of historic significance and integrity of individual spaces. These
zones are identified on the following Treatment Zone Diagrams (Figures 29 through 35) and are
colored accordingly.
The basement floor level, which originally contained the sub-basement boiler pit and mechanical
equipment and storage, is all considered to be tertiary space. The only exception to this
treatment is the basement entrance stair, which is visible from the exterior of the building along
the north exterior wall. This stair is considered to be of secondary importance.
The ground floor contains the two-story indoor pool and adjacent space. This area projects to
the south of the main building and is surrounded by windows on three sides. The pool and the
main circulation corridor to the pool are considered to be primary spaces. The locker rooms and
support spaces are considered to be secondary. Much of the ground floor is considered to be
tertiary, as a number of changes to the original historic fabric have been made in these areas.
For instance, the original bottling facility now accommodates indoor parking, the boiler room and
ancillary mechanical spaces. Many employees use this level to access parking lot at the rear of
the building. The original well pump room located under the north courtyard and the smaller
therapy pool are also considered to be primary spaces, but of less importance than the larger
main pool space, so they are identified as a Rehabilitation Zone rather than a Preservation
Zone.
The ground floor mezzanine level is directly above the first floor. This level contains the
mezzanine which surrounds and overlooks three sides of the indoor pool. The mezzanine and
circulation to the mezzanine are all considered to be primary spaces. There are also original
locker rooms, the pool check-in desk, original spa spaces and city offices located on this level.
Some interior modifications have occurred in several spaces and therefore, there is a
combination of primary, secondary and tertiary spaces. Access to the spaces below the upper
entrance terraces is also at this level. This was once open circulation which was able to be
accessed by the general public, but this space had been in-filled and is now considered to be
secondary.
The first floor serves as the primary entrance into the building for use by the general public. The
voluminous entrance hall and the Hall of Springs are hugely significant spaces and retain a
large amount of original historic finishes. These are considered to be primary spaces. The west
portion of the first floor contains city offices with only some of the original floor plan remaining.
The east portion of the first floor contains restrooms (in-filled in the original sun porch), city
offices DQGWKHRULJLQDOZRPHQ¶VVSD7KHVHURRPVare all secondary spaces.
The second floor contains a mezzanine overlooking the entrance lobby. The City Council
Chambers are on located on the east side of the floor and the Circuit Court is located on the
west side. A majority of the second floor is considered to be comprised of primary spaces,
though only the mezzanine space is specifically identified as a Preservation Zone.
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The upper levels contain the tower, elevator penthouse and mechanical access spaces. The
tower is considered to be a significant feature of the overall building.
The roofs are considered to be primary spaces, in that their flat designs are a component of the
original Art Deco design.
Preservation Treatment Zone 1 - Orange
Primary spaces are considered to be of the most historically significant in terms of retention of
original materials, features and rooms. The primary spaces in the Hall of Waters are those
spaces which are memorable, containing large volumes of space, important circulation features,
original materials, original decorative lighting and decorative architectural features as they retain
their original historic qualities. Preservation and possible restoration treatment approaches may
be considered for these very significant spaces. Great care shall be taken in these spaces to
preserve existing historic fabric.
Rehabilitation Zone 2 - Yellow
These spaces are also considered to be primary spaces and are important to the overall historic
integrity of the building, possessing many original features and materials, but with an
understanding that some changes may need to be made in order for the future rehabilitation and
contemporary use of the building. Rehabilitation offers slightly more flexibility during future work
in terms of options for possible alternate uses, for repair of historic materials and for installation
of new equipment. Careful inventory of the original historic features should be recorded in order
to retain as much of the fabric during rehabilitation as possible.
Rehabilitation Zone 3 - Green
Secondary spaces are identified throughout the building which are more utilitarian or may have
had some minor modifications to their original layout or finishes. These spaces may include
back corridors, offices, restrooms, locker rooms and storage areas. These spaces are not as
important as the primary spaces found in Zones 1 and 2. Therefore, there is more opportunity
for change of use or treatment of historic materials during rehabilitation and planning efforts.
Accordingly, proposed changes should be sympathetic to the remaining historic fabric and
layout.
Rehabilitation Zone 4 - Blue
Tertiary spaces are those identified throughout the building which are service-oriented or have
had major alterations since the original construction of the Hall of Waters. These spaces have
the most leeway when proposing work or when planning for different uses.
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Fig. 29 Preservation Treatment Zone Diagram ± Basement Floor Plan (SRJA 2013)
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Fig. 30 Preservation Treatment Zone Diagram ± Ground Floor Plan (SRJA 2013)
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Fig. 31 Preservation Treatment Zone Diagram ± Ground Floor Mezzanine Plan (SRJA 2013
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Fig. 32 Preservation Treatment Zone Diagram ± First Floor Plan (SRJA 2013)
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Fig. 33 Preservation Treatment Zone Diagram ± Second Floor Plan (SRJA 2013)
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Fig. 34 Preservation Treatment Zone Diagram ± Penthouse Floor Plan (SRJA 2013)
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Fig. 35 Preservation Treatment Zone Diagram ± Roof Plan (SRJA 2013)
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Existing Conditions and Recommendations
Civil and Site
Introduction
The Hall of Waters has a long and precarious history with water and flooding. The building is
located adjacent to the East Fork Fishing River and currently has an earthen flood wall or levee
which was built with the intent to protect the building from future flooding. While most rain
should not cause flooding, the flood prevention measures (levee, drains, sump pumps) currently
installed at the Hall of Waters are not adequately preventing water from entering into the
basement as DJRRGUDLQRIRQO\´WR´ will cause flooding in the basement and sub-basement.
SK Design Group, Inc. (SKDG) was responsible for the review of the existing conditions of the
site and building and reviewed available documents pertaining to the site. The group discussed
the current storm water management site issues; frequent flooding, fish in the basement with
some flood events, major changes to the lower two floors of the Hall of Waters due to flooding,
and multiple sump pumps in the basement. SKDG went to the basement again and looked at
the drains, sump and pumps. The group also discussed televising and surveying all the exterior
storm lines to accurately document their location and current condition status. The City of
Excelsior Springs has distributed a PDF of a study for additional civil and site references which
may indicate the outside storm inlets and piping system.
The Ground Floor Mezzanine flooded about ´WR´LQWKHIORRGRIDQGZDV an ³extremely
hLJK´ flood event as confirmed by Chad Birdsong, City of Excelsior Springs. The flap gate in the
area inlet located in the ball field usually fills up with debris during a flood event and wedges the
IODSJDWHRSHQDOLWWOHZKLFKGRHVQ¶WSURtect the Hall of Waters during a flooding event. Water
WKHQHQWHUVWKH´VXPSSXPSOLQHEDFNWRWKHEDVHPHQW A possible check valve in the line to
stop flooding was discussed and needs to be studied. The group discussed the possibility of
designing a system that drains the basement and is totally dry and functional during a
catastrophic storm/flood event, including a dedicated emergency generator back up. The City of
Excelsior Springs has confirmed that a FEMA Flood Map revision for this area was currently
being studied but no documentation is currently available.
Storm Drainage Issues
The Hall of Waters is located adjacent to East Fork Fishing River. See Location Map Exhibit 1
and USGS Map Exhibit 2. The capacity of the East Fork Fishing River is limited and has flooded
the Hall of Waters frequently since the building was constructed in 1936.
The current FEMA Flood Insurance Rate Map, for the City of Excelsior Springs, see Exhibit 3 ,
dated April 16, 2003 identifies the Southeast portion of the Hall of Waters building is located
ZLWKLQWKHIORRGZD\:HKDYHLGHQWLILHGWZRFURVVVHFWLRQPDSVH[HFXWHGE\)(0$6HFWLRQµ7¶
LVKLJKOLJKWHGLQ³5HG´DQG&URVV6HFWLRQµ8¶LVKLJKOLJKWHGLQ³%OXH´ Exhibit 4 identifies flood
profiles and Exhibit 5 identifies Floodway Data. Both cross sections details and Base Flood
Water- Surface Elevation. Based on this data and interviewing the City Staff the flooding
conditions affecting the Hall of Waters will continue.
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Existing Berm, Existing Drainage Inlets and Exterior Door Openings
The Hall of Waters had a berm constructed along East Fork Fishing River to protect the property
during flooding, see Exhibit 6. This berm was constructed in 1955. The condition of the berm
is unknown. As shown in the pictures several trees were planted on and around the berm. The
effect of the trees on the berm should be analyzed by a geotechnical engineer. Several existing
inlets are in need of repair and or replacement.
During rain events, the City Staff have witnessed storm water exiting the inlets several inches
high. Storm water also enters the building through exterior doors located along the east side of
the Hall of Waters.
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Fig. 36 ± Photographs of flood berm and various inlets around the building. (SKDG 2012)

Existing Flap Gate and Sump Pumps
The Hall of Waters Basement has several sump pumps, see Exhibit 7, that were installed to
FRQWUROIORRGLQJLQWRWKHEXLOGLQJ7KHVHH[LWWKHEXLOGLQJWKURXJKD´',3 'XFWLOH,URQ3LSH WR
a storm grate inlet in Siloam Park south easterly from the building, see Exhibit 8. 7KLV´',3
sump pump drain pipe has a flap gate located within the inlet.
As discussed with the City, this flap gate gets compromised and clogged during flood events
which keeps the gate open and has allowed flood waters, debris as well as fish to enter the pipe
from the East Fork Fishing River directly into the Hall of Waters basement.
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The 1993 Flood
The City verified that the Hall of Waters main entry (First FlRRU IORRGHGDERXW´WR´DERYHWKH
IORRUGXULQJWKHIORRG7KLVLV³H[WUHPHO\KLJK´7KHWKUHHORZHUIORRUV *URXQG)ORRU
Mezzanine, Ground Floor and the Basement) were completely flooded. The existing berm
along East Fork Fishing River was in place as it is today. Refer to the Building History Section
of this report for a timeline of previous known flood events at the Hall of Waters site.
Investigation
Upon discussion with the City, the City plans to TV all storm piping exiting the Hall of Waters
and site storm drainage system to determine the existing condition and functionality.
Site Walls and Stairs
The Design Team observed the general conditions of the site walls, stairs and ramps that
surround the Hall of Waters building. Most of these site features are original to the construction
of the Hall of Waters site. These observations were used to obtain a general idea of the overall
conditions. Based on this review, several specific locations were identified as having structural
concerns in addition to general deterioration concerns.

Fig. 37 Site Diagram (SRJA 2013)
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General Site Stone Conditions
The stone site walls have large areas of organic and inorganic staining. The pitched stone faces
have multiple areas of scaling. As a stone weathers the outer surface becomes more porous.
When this occurs the stone becomes more susceptible to stains and further deteriorations.
Multiple colors of mortar were observed indicating that these walls have been partially repointed in the past. In some instances, the mortar has either separated from the stone or has
cracked in the center portions. Additional mortar has flaked off which indicates a shallow surface
applied repair was done during a previous project. The mortar is very hard and appears to have
large aggregate.
In general, the capstones are performing adequately with some minor deterioration due to
exposure. Several capstones exhibit cracking and delamination at the perimeters due to failed
mortar joints. When a head joint fails, moisture can pool between the stones. When
temperatures go below freezing, this pooled moisture expands and can exert force against the
sharp edge of the capstones. As this repeated cycle continues, the edge of the stone becomes
weak and forms a crack which eventually opens up and spalls the edge of stone. Also, open
head joints allow water to pool within the stones below, with a similar effect to the stone walls
below.
Site walls need to be periodically cleaned with a safe and gentle stone cleaner in order to
remove the biological growth and atmospheric staining. Many of the walls need 100%
repointing, while other require only spot re-pointing. Prior to repointing, a mortar sample should
be sent to a qualified mortar testing laboratory and a full report should be made in order to
document the aggregate and the type of mortar which is appropriate. This will assist in
producing a good mortar match to the original historic mortar in composition, color, aggregate
type and dispersion. All repointing joints should match the historic mortar joint profiling and
tooling. All head (sky-ward facing) joints should be repointed, raked back and should have bond
breaker tap and compatible sealants installed.
Southwest Curved Wall and Stair
The curved site wall (Figures 38 - 42) located to the south of the west entrance is experiencing
settlement with rotation outward (Figure 42). In addition, multiple attempts to repair the surface
of the wall have been attempted over time. The retaining wall section that is rotating outward is
FORVHVWWRWKHPDLQHQWUDQFH7KLVRXWZDUGURWDWLRQLVPRUHWKDQD´GLVSODFHPHQWIn addition
to the stone wall, the concrete stairs are deteriorated and exhibit spalling and cracking. They
have also settled and are no longer plumb. The joint between the wall and the stair is wide
open, allowing water to infiltration below the concrete stair, which will eventually undermine the
stair.

Fig. 38 Southwest Curved Stair ± Top Landing (SKDG 2012)
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Fig. 39 Southwest Curved Stair. (SKDG 2012)

Fig. 42 Southwest Curved Wall Crack
Detail. (SKDG 2012)

Fig. 40 Southwest Curved Stair. (SKDG12)

Fig. 41 Southwest Curved Stair (SKDG 2012)
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Fig. 43 Southwest Curved Stair (SKDG 2012)

Fig. 44 Southwest Curved Stair
(SKDG 2012)

In addition to the crack which appears in the curved stone wall, there is a stress/settlement in
the south driveway. This crack in the concrete runs generally parallel to the existing stone wall
drop-off area above. It appears that subsurface pressure and movement behind the wall is
occurring. This may be due to the sub grade above the stone wall that is not being controlled.
This would lead it to move in the path of least resistance.
South Stair and Ramp
At the base of the curved stair are the south ramp and stairs (Figures 45-47). The ramp is
concrete at the top landing and the remainder is gravel. The ramp walls appear to be stable;
however, the concrete stairs, along with the outer wall for the extended landing, are in a state of
failure. This wall is rotating outward causing the entire concrete stair and landing to slope
downward away from the wall. The outer wall is more than 5 inches out of plumb. In addition,
the wall and the stair combination have settled and are no longer plumb. The settlement
appears to be in excess of 3 to 4 inches. In addition the concrete stair and landing is also
experiencing excessive surface cracking from freeze thaw damage or possible corrosion. The
concrete surface has multiple areas of scaling and de-bonding. The stair is no longer safe for
use and should be closed until sufficient structural repairs and installation of new codecompliant guard and hand rails can be made.
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Fig. 45 South Stair Landing ±
Note the Pipe Railing (SKDG 2012)

Fig. 46 South Stair and Ramp (SKDG 2012)

Fig. 47 Ramp Wall, Landing and South Stair with Settlement (SKDG 2012)

North Ramp
The north ramp is original to the construction of the Hall of Waters and is therefore a significant
historic feature. The ramp extends from Broadway Street approximately 110 feet and lands at
the intersection of the North and West Terraces. The ramp slopes gradually, though it has not
EHHQHYDOXDWHGWRYHULI\LWPHHWVFXUUHQW$'$VORSHUHTXLUHPHQWVZKLFKLVJUDGHRU´RI
ULVHSHU´RIWUDYHOGLVWDQFH7KHUDPSLVLQIDLUFRQGLWLRQ7KHVLGHZDOOVDUHFRQVWUXFWHGRI
pitched stone and are topped with capstones. The stone walls are very long and do not contain
any expansion joints. The walls both tend to slope outwards slightly towards the tops of the
wall, especially near the middle of the length of the wall. The walls also bow slightly. The
walkway surface is concrete that is in fair to poor condition. The thickness of the concrete slab
in unknown at this time. The upper North and West Terraces were found, during a previous
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study, to have had multiple layers of concrete poured on top. These additional concrete toppers
led engineers to determine that the structural system of the terraces were approximately 50%
over capacity. At the top of the ramp, as it intersects the North and West Terraces, the concrete
ZDVDSSUR[LPDWHO\´WKLFNWRWDO,W is unknown what the original top elevation of the concrete
ZDVEXWLWZDVOLNHO\DWOHDVW´-´EHORZLWVSUHVHQWKHLJKW7KLVDGGLWLRQDOFRQFUHWHZHLJKWRQ
the foundation, coupled with the fact that there is no expansion joint along the ramp edges, has
likely led to the bowing and sloping walls. Further investigation is warranted in order to
determine the best solution for future ramp repairs, which may include removing some of the
topping concrete down to its original height, in order to reduce weight.

Fig. 49 North Ramp from Broadway Street

Fig. 48 North Ramp Bowed Wall (SKDG
2012)

Fig. 50 North Ramp West Wall (SKDG 2012)

North Courtyard
The North Courtyard is slightly sunken below the adjacent Broadway Street. The Courtyard
serves as the main park space in front of the Hall of Waters Building and the space is
considered to be among the most important historic site features. A series of spring houses
associated with Siloam and Sulpho Saline Springs once stood on this site. The original Siloam
Spring pump is still located in a subterranean basement below the North Courtyard. The stone
walls adjacent to the North Courtyard include the stone wall adjacent to Broadway Street, the
North Ramp and the North Terrace and North Terrace Stairs. These walls are in fair condition.
The capstone at the west end of the Broadway Stone Retaining Wall is missing a large section
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that requires replacement. The remainder of the wall is in fair condition, requiring only typical
maintenance. The western portion of the North Terrace stone wall was repaired and repointed
in 2009 as part of an emergency wall repair project. The east portion of the wall still requires
complete restoration and a thorough inspection and scope of work should be prepared for this
work.

Fig. 51 North Courtyard ± The red arrow points to the Broadway Stone Retaining Wall (SKDG 2012)

Fig. 52 Broadway Retaining Wall (SKDG 2012)

North Entrance Stair
The North Entrance Stair is accessed from the North Courtyard and leads to the North Terrace.
This grand stair is original to the construction of the Hall of Waters and is considered to be one
of its most significant exterior features. The walls surrounding the symmetrical stair are in fair
condition, requiring 100% repointing, some stone repairs and some patching. The walls have
copper staining below the decorative post-mounted entrance lights. The walls also have
staining which needs to be cleaned. The capstones require repointing and sealant installation.
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The concrete stairs are deteriorating and the aggregate is becoming exposed. Plants are
growing in the cracks between the stairs and the walls. These plants need to be removed and a
new sealant joint installed in order to prevent water and dirt from accumulating in the joints and
causing freeze thaw damage to the stairs and the stone walls. The stairs need new handrails,
as well.

Fig. 53 North Entrance Stair (SKDG 2012)

Fig. 54 North Entrance Stair Detail (SKDG 2012)

Fig. 55 North Entrance Stair Detail. (SKDG
2012)
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East Courtyard Stair and Retaining Wall
Along the east edge of the North Courtyard, an original concrete stair leads to the lower parking
lot. The stair and east side of the Courtyard are retained by a tall concrete wall. The wall is in
overall fair condition. There are some minor cracks that should be repaired as soon as possible
to prevent further freeze thaw damage. The concrete stair is in very poor condition. The stair is
cracked and has settled. Therefore, the stair is out of plumb and is dangerous. This is
exaggerated by the fact that the stair has no handrail. This stair should be closed to public use
until it can be reconstructed and a new handrail is installed.

Fig. 57 East Courtyard Retaining Wall (SKDG 2012)

Fig. 56 East Courtyard Stair and Retaining
Wall ± From the Base of the Stair. (SKDG
2012)

Fig. 58 East Courtyard Stair and Retaining Wall. Note the
vertical crack in the wall near the corner. (SKDG 2012)
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Miscellaneous Site Walls, Stairs and Features
Additional stone site walls, stairs and features not specifically discussed above occur throughout
the site. These features are as important to the overall historic cultural landscape as some of
the more major features. These include stone retaining walls and stairs to the west of the main
building, paving surrounding the lower level at the Hall of Springs and the well pump house
located to the east of the building.

Fig. 59 Stone Retaining Wall West of Building (SKDG 2012)

Fig. 60 Stone Retaining Wall and Concrete Stair West of Building. (SKDG 2012)
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Fig. 61 Well Pump House East of the Building. (SKDG 2012)

If repairing the crack in the southwest stair and retaining wall is not an option, further
investigation and borings are needed with analysis by a geotechnical engineer. City plans on
what improvements and storm system were constructed in this general drive area should be
reviewed and understood. Repairs may include a new retaining wall (sub surface) as well as
extensive dedicated under drainage/dewatering system in order to save the stone wall. Pinning
the existing stone wall back to the new retaining wall in order to stabilize it could be studied. It
may take a retaining wall dedicated to stabilize and return the existing stone wall back to where
it needs to be and then construct another retaining wall back away from the improved stone wall
(a few feet) that would transfer the existing sub grade loads and totally protect the existing stone
wall in the future.
It would be desirable to completely remove and replace the concrete stair in its entirety, as it is
too deteriorated to patch. A new stair should be constructed to closely replicate the existing
stair. Also, a new period-appropriate railing should be installed.
Civil Treatment Recommendations
At this time, it is recommended that a drainage study be performed to determine extent and
expected frequency of flooding from East Fork Fishing River and to study possible channel
improvements to prevent or alleviate flooding. Please note that any channel improvements or
work within the floodway area would require a FEMA map revision. The study should also
include a topographic survey of the site and its storm drainage facilities to determine the
capacity and effectiveness of the site facilities to handle localized storm events. Options for
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building flood proofing and optional uses for lower floor, flood prone areas, should also be
considered within the study.
These future studies may include one or all of the following items:
x Updated Survey
An updated topographic survey must be completed and provided to consultants in
AutoCAD electronic format.
x Study A
We recommend that a comprehensive water shed drainage study be contracted, (Macro)
to determine the extent of storm flows coming from upstream and downstream capacity,
FRQVWUDLQWVHWF)(0$0DSVDUHFRQVWDQWO\JRLQJWKURXJKD³0DS5HYLVLRQ´KRZHYHU
adoption takes years. This study would gather all available data as well as interview the
City and US Corps of Engineers.
x Study B
We recommend a comprehensive Site Drainage Study, (Micro) to determine the extent
of storm flows coming into the site & building. This study would gather all available data
as well as interview the City Staff. Flooding is frequent. A comprehensive site
topographic survey is required for this study.
x Study C
Determine if closing off and filling in the lower two floors (Basement and Ground Floor)
of the Hall of Waters is a possibility. This would require relocating all remaining
mechanical, electrical and plumbing building support equipment currently installed in
these spaces. This would also result in a significant change to the overall building
programming and use and would likely be viewed as an adverse effect to the overall
building, as this would impact the pool and other historically-important areas within the
building.
x Study D
Determine if another flood wall closer to the building can be constructed with dedicated
grinder pumps on dedicated power supplies that drain above a 500 yr storm event to
protect the Historic Building.
x Study E
Introduce other ideas not yet discovered.
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Building Foundation and Structure
Overview
The construction of the Hall of Waters building began in 1936, and was constructed over the
original site of the Siloam and Sulpho-Saline Springs. The original structural engineer of record
was Erwin Pfuhl of Kansas City, Missouri.
Following a damaging flood in 1955, an earthen levee was constructed to protect the east and
south elevations, while allowing access to the Ground Floor, Loading Docks and surface
parking. Most of the north and west elevations of the building are built into the existing higherground terrace, and provide accessible ingress/egress to the First Floor. Adjoining the north
elevation is the subterranean North Terrace Well Pump Room. A detailed report of this space
can be found in Appendix D.
The original building is a reinforced cast-in-place, beam-and-slab (one-way), pan joist framed
concrete structure. The lowest slab-on-grade level is the Boiler Room Floor in the northeast
section of the Basement Level. The building structure is supported on reinforced concrete
columns and walls, that are supported by reinforced concrete piers that appear to be bearing on
EHGURFNDWDSSUR[LPDWHO\(OHYDWLRQ¶± ´ORFDOGDWXP
The building elevated/framed levels with their elevations are as follows, starting with the lowest
level:
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Boiler Room Floor ElHY¶± ò´
%DVHPHQW)ORRU(OHY¶± ´
*URXQG)ORRU(OHY¶± ´
*URXQG)ORRU0H]]DQLQH(OHY¶± ´
)LUVW)ORRU(OHY¶± ´
6HFRQG)ORRU(OHY¶± ´
3HQWKRXVH)ORRU(OHY¶± ´
8SSHU5RRI6ODE(OHY¶± ´

Extending beyond the roof structure of the Hall of Waters is the iconic Tower, which is a fourVLGHGVWRQHDQGJODVVFRYHUHGVWUXFWXUHKRXVLQJWKHRULJLQDO´GLDPHWHUVWHHOSLSHWKDW
exhausts the EXLOGLQJ¶Vboilers and other mechanical equipment. The first landing inside the
WRZHULVDW(OHYDWLRQ¶± ´DQGWKHWRSRIWKHIOXHGLVFKDUJHLVDW(OHYDWLRQ´± ´
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Interior Structural Conditions
The interior of this 75-year old structure is in need of a number of structural concrete framing
repairs which have been outlined in this section. In the Treatment Recommendations, the
critical life safety deficiencies have been prioritized and their repair cost estimated.
Most of the structural concrete framing elements are in generally good condition. Moisture
infiltration has affected the structure, most of which is confined to the Basement and Ground
Floors which is caused by flooding, sub-surface moisture infiltration, chlorides/minerals
contamination from pool and spring waters.
There are a number of discrete slab, wall, beam, and soffit repairs required in the Penthouse
and Upper Roof Slab spaces, as well as the Tower. During the study, the tower was assessed
in a cursory manner due to the on-going bird infestation. It is recommended that during the
exterior rehabilitation, the interior of the tower be assessed in greater detail.
Most of the interior structural repairs are somewhat random in location, and in most cases are
fairly accessible, except where existing finishes on floors, walls, and ceilings may need to be
removed to complete the repairs.
The overview and estimated repair quantities are provided in the structural repairs Cost
Estimate section.
Basement/Boiler Room Structural Overview
The Boiler Room Floor is the lowest elevation of the interior space, and houses the original (now
abandoned) boilers and support equipment. The slab-on-grade is at (OHYDWLRQ¶± ò´which
is RYHU¶-´ below the Ground Floor. It is subject to flooding from the nearby Fishing River,
and evidence remains of several past major flood events.
Refer to the Civil Engineering Assessment for information on WKHEXLOGLQJ¶VRXWIDOOSLSHVWKDWIORZ
to the Fishing River which have probably contributed to backwater conditions in the building,
something that has happened even following the construction of the flood levee. Some concrete
cracks and corrosion repairs are needed in the Boiler Room space, and if the boilers and other
equipment are removed, then there will be some associated repairs.
The main Basement Floor, also slab-on-grade, is approximately 5¶± ´above the Boiler Room
level. This level houses much of the original mechanical, electrical, and plumbing (MEP)
equipment that service the building. This space consists of two principal sections, the north is
the main portion of the building, while the south section contains the original swimming pool
structure. The swimming pool structure is constructed of reinforced concrete, sitting on a slabon-grade foundation.
A number of interior columns, beams, and soffits have corroded causing the concrete to
delaminate. Most of the columns around the pool structure exhibit spalls from corrosion in the
bottom few feet of the column (Figure S2), most likely the result of leaking chlorinated water
from the swimming pool coupled with the high humidity in the space. Some of the distressed
interior columns had been roped off to protect against the possibility of fall hazards from the
unsound concrete. The ability of the columns, beams, and slabs to safely carry the existing
loading is impacted, so these structural deficiencies should be repaired soon.
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Fig. S1 Pool wall haunch damage. (SEA 2012)

Fig. S2 Corrosion damaged column. (SEA 2012)
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In some areas there is evidence of previous vertical wall penetrations (Figure S3), most notably
along the west basement foundation wall. Around the penetrations, there are cracks,
efflorescence, and evidence of leaks. These should also be addressed during the building
restoration project.

Fig. S3 West foundation wall opening repair. (SEA 2012)

Ground Floor Structural Overview
7KH*URXQG)ORRUOHYHOLVDW(OHYDWLRQ¶± ´DQGLVDQHOHYDWHGVWUXFWXUDOFRQFUHWHVODE. The
southern portion of the building is occupied by the pool structure. Ingress and egress are
provided from the interior pool space to the exterior via doors along the east, south, and west
walls. The original interior southeast and southwest stairs from the Ground Floor to the Ground
Floor Mezzanine in the Pool Room have been demolished, and the remaining hole is a potential
fall hazard from the mezzanine level above.
Above the pool, on the supported First Floor slab, there are some large concrete soffit and
beam areas that have moderate to severe delamination. This is an area of significant concern
due to the severe delamination of the structural slab and the potential fall hazard as the
structure continues to delaminate. In the center of the pool, there is scaffolding which appears
to have been used to remove the existing ceiling tile system, thus exposing the underside of the
First Floor structure. These conditions and their suggested repairs will be addressed in further
detail in the First Floor Overview section.
Most of the supported slab distress through the rest of the floor is due to delaminated joists
(small beams) (Figure S4) and pans (slab sections between joists) (Figure S5) which are in
need of conventional partial (e.g. some of the pans/slabs) or full-depth repairs. Where some fulldepth pan/slab repairs are needed, finish floor materials spaces may need to be removed and
replaced.
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Fig. S4 Delaminated concrete joist. (SEA 2012)

Fig. S5 Distressed pan soffit. (SEA 2012)
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Fig. S6 Leaking Ground Floor Mezzanine slab crack. (SEA 2012)

The Loading Dock area at the northeast corner of the building is in need of a number of
structural repairs to the framing elements. There are delaminated columns, beams, and soffits
that must be repaired. These areas are covered in more detail within the Exterior Conditions
section.
The North Terrace Well Pump Room located beneath the North Terrace lawn, is in very poor
condition structurally. Recommendations for future rehabilitation work has been prioritized due
to the significance deterioration. A separate study, found in Appendix D, was performed of this
area detailing the existing conditions and treatment recommendations.
In general the rest of the Ground Floor structure is in good condition. There are some
miscellaneous spalling and cracks below-grade on portions of the north and west exterior walls.
In some of the floors, there are cracks that are reflected in the terrazzo and tile finishes. Further
investigation is required, as all of the ceilings, walls, and floors could not be assessed at the
time of the report.
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Fig. S7 Condition of one of the demolished corner stair in the Pool Room. (SEA 2012)
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Ground Floor Mezzanine Structural Overview
The Ground Floor Mezzanine level is documented at EOHYDWLRQ¶± ´PDNLQJLWDSSUR[LPDWHO\
¶± ´ above the Ground Floor, which allows for a balcony around the pool. In general this
floor is in relatively good condition. In the floor slab, there are a large number of cracks (Figure
S8), most of which appeared to be full-depth in nature. Most of the floor slab cracks occur at
column lines, and were probably caused by shrinkage following the original construction. The
full-depth slab cracks can be repaired with an epoxy crack injection, while the shallower cracks
can be routed and sealed with a urethane joint sealant. These repair techniques can be used
throughout the building. In addition to the floor cracks, there are some beams and columns in
need of repair.

Fig. S8 Typical Ground Floor Mezzanine slab crack (red arrow). (SEA 2012)
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First Floor Structural Overview
The First Floor level is the main level, and houses the historic mineral Water Bar and some
offices for City Staff. It is depicted on record documents to be at ElevDWLRQ¶± ´ SURMHFW
datum). Most of the structural floors, columns, walls, and ceilings are finished with the original
architectural finishes.

Fig. S9 View looking south in the Hall of Springs. (SEA 2012)

A Critical Repair condition exists, as noted in the Ground Floor Overview section, in the slab
and beams under the historical mineral Water Bar in the Hall of Springs. The structural framing
for this area consists of a one-way, beam-and-slab type construction. The slabs are
DSSUR[LPDWHO\ò´WR´WKLFNDFcording to the record documents. There are three bays in
particular that exhibit moderate to severe corrosion delamination. Although an estimate has
been made on the degree of delamination, further investigation is needed to determine the
extent of the damage. .
Most of the slab delamination (Figure S11 and S12) appear to require full-depth repairs, while
the adjacent, distressed beams (Figure S13) will only require partial-depth repairs. During the
repairs, it may be necessary to partially dismantle sections of the historical mineral Water Bar
and remove the abandoned piping drains and other sources of leaks, which have contributed to
the corrosion process and slab degradation. These issues are critical, life-safety concerns, and
their repair should be prioritized.
In addition, there is light corrosion damage and a water infiltration issues at the Pool Room patio
doors. There are also some miscellaneous, non-structural cracks in the terrazzo flooring, and
water infiltration at several locations through deteriorated windows and louvers.
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Fig. S10 View of concrete slab and beams below First Floor Water Bar in the Hall of Springs.
(SRJA 2012)

Fig. S11 View of First Floor concrete slab delamination from the balcony at the Ground Mezzanine Floor
level. (SRJA 2012)
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Fig. S12 Detail view of concrete delamination on the First Floor slab. (SRJA 2012)

Fig. S13 Distressed concrete beam from the First Floor structure. Note the mineral water leak stains and
cracks in concrete (red arrow). (SRJA 2012)
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Second Floor Structural Overview
The Second Floor occupies the northern portion of the building, and is at Elevation
¶± ´7KLVIORRUhouses the County Courtroom and City Council Chamber. Between the two
spaces, there is a Gallery that overlooks the First Floor Entrance Foyer and Hall of Springs.
Along the north and east exterior walls there are some stains caused by leaks in the windows
and ceiling. Previous roof penetrations may have also contributed to these leaks. In addition
several of the windows are inoperable. Of what that be seen at the time of the report, the rest of
the structural framing elements appear to be in good condition.

Fig. S14 Leaks in Council Chambers. (SRJA 2012)
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Penthouse Floor Structural Overview
The Penthouse Floor is at ElevDWLRQ¶± ´, and houses the MEP equipment, including the
existing elevator equipment (Figure S15), fire controls, air handling units, etc. Of what that is
visible, there are several concrete slab repairs needed, mostly consisting of partial depth and
crack injection repairs.

Fig. S15 View of elevator equipment and roof access door. (SEA 2012)

7KHH[LVWLQJ´GLDPHWHUVWHHOflue pipe (Figure S16) penetrates the Penthouse floor then goes
up into the Tower where it discharges at approximately ElevatioQ¶± ´7KH7RZHUFDQEH
access by a narrow steel ladder in the southeast corner of the Penthouse.
The Tower façade (refer to Exterior Assessment section) has been damaged over time by hail,
vandalism, wind, and general degradation. These issues have created holes that allow pigeons
to enter into the tower, and deposit their droppings throughout the interior. Pigeon droppings
are odorous, as well as very caustic, as they contain high percentages of nitrogen which when
combined with moisture can aggressively attack concrete and structural steel. At the time of
assessment, the amount of pigeon droppings made safe access beyond the Penthouse Floor
SUREOHPDWLFDQGWKXVWKH7RZHU¶VLQWHULRUFRQFUHWHVWUXFWure was only reviewed in a cursory
manner.
It is recommended that a future structural assessment and possibly forensics testing be done of
WKH7RZHU¶VVWUXFWXUDOPDWHULDOV$GGLWLRQDOO\WKHH[LVWLQJVWHHOIOXHSLSHVKRXOGEHLQYHVWLJDWHG
for possible leaks and degradation if it is to remain, as it could cause the concrete and mortar
contamination from the carbonation process.
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Fig. S16 Penthouse floor access to the Tower. (SEA 2012)

Fig. S17 View up from bottom of the Tower access ladder. (SEA 2012)
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